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Abstract

Motivation: Expanding research highlights the importance of guanine quadruplex structures.

Therefore, easy-accessible tools for quadruplex analyses in DNA and RNA molecules are important

for the scientific community.

Results: We developed a web version of the G4Hunter application. This new web-based server is a

platform-independent and user-friendly application for quadruplex analyses. It allows retrieval of

gene/nucleotide sequence entries from NCBI databases and provides complete characterization of

localization and quadruplex propensity of quadruplex-forming sequences. The G4Hunter web ap-

plication includes an interactive graphical data representation with many useful options including

visualization, sorting, data storage and export.

Availability and implementation: G4Hunter web application can be accessed at: http://bioinformat

ics.ibp.cz.

Contact: vaclav@ibp.cz

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Important roles are emerging for local DNA structures in the regula-

tion of basic biological processes (Brázda et al., 2011; Todolli et al.,

2017). Sequences that can form G-quadruplex (G4) structures are

widespread in a variety of genomes (Huppert and Balasubramanian,

2005; Murat and Balasubramanian, 2014; Todd et al., 2005). G4

structures often exhibit high structural stability under physiological

conditions and are important in telomere biology (De Cian et al.,

2008; Zimmermann et al., 2014), protein recognition (Brázda and

Coufal, 2017; Brázda et al., 2018, 2014; Vasilyev et al., 2015), tran-

scription (Siddiqui-Jain et al., 2002), translation and RNA matur-

ation (Wieland and Hartig, 2007), replication and genomic stability

(Cheung et al., 2002; Paeschke et al., 2011) and replication origin

definition (Comoglio et al., 2015; Valton et al., 2014). G4 sequences

can be predicted in silico and several tools have been developed

(Garant et al., 2018; Hon et al., 2017; Huppert and

Balasubramanian, 2005; Kikin et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2010). A

newly developed and validated algorithm, G4Hunter, overcomes

several limitations of previous algorithms (Bedrat et al., 2016).

G4Hunter is a powerful and widely used tool for G4 prediction

which takes into account G-richness and G-skewness of a DNA or

RNA sequence and provides a quadruplex propensity score. However,

three major limitations of the G4Hunter have become evident. (i) The

current implementation requires advanced computational expertise

and software packages including Python v. 2.7 and libraries NumPy,

Matplotlib and Biopython; (ii) The software runs in the command line

only; (iii) results are exported in two files in text format without any

additional tools for direct postprocessing or visualization.

Here, we present ‘G4Hunter web application’, a new and opti-

mized algorithm, expanding on the original G4Hunter Python
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code embedded into a platform-independent and easy-to-use web-

based graphical interface, freely available at http://bioinformatics.

ibp.cz.

2 Features

Our implementation is based on the algorithm published on GitHub

https://github.com/AnimaTardeb/G4-Hunter (Bedrat et al., 2016).

We modified it to our server-based platform developed originally for

Palindrome analysis (Brázda et al., 2016). For this application, we

completely rewrote the back-end and the front-end of our web-

server to broaden and optimize computational and visualization

performance.

2.1 Workflow and implementation
The original G4Hunter requires the user to install Python and

Python’s libraries Biopython, Matplotlib and NumPy, runs only in

console and stores results in a text file. The basic input parameters

and result of our new application are the same; the user specifies in-

put sequence(s), window size and G4Hunter score threshold, and

outputs the sequences and scores identified. Compared to the origin-

al Python program, our web-based application has a user-friendly

interface and rich graphical presentation of results. It also shows a

heatmap of quadruplex forming sequences and provides statistical

information. Another advantage is the ability to analyze multiple

sequences at once. Results can also be exported as a text file for fur-

ther processing. The G4Hunter web application runs on a central

web server and clients/visitors can execute analyses using server

resources, sequences and results are stored in a relational database.

A compatible web browser with JavaScript support is required.

Although user requests are queued and processed one at a time, the

application benefits from multi-core processor architectures be-

cause the analysis itself is performed by Java execution framework

and the algorithm is separated into four independent steps (deter-

mine the score for each nuclide, precalculate sum, calculate scores

and aggregation) that are computed in parallel. Our application is

implemented as a Single-Page-Application with REST API back-

end. This configuration allows us to use the back-end as a stand-

alone computational server employed by custom scripts for specific

analyses. Front-end client application is made with Vue.js (https://

vuejs.org/) framework. Back-end is a Java application based on

Spring framework (https://spring.io/). The server currently runs on

4 threads.

2.1.1 G4Hunter web application input and analysis

Sequences can be imported using NCBI ID, with the ability

to download multiple sequences from NCBI multiple import.

Another option is to upload a local FASTA or txt file and/or direct-

ly paste sequences from the clipboard. The user can sort sequences

according to all parameters and can add tags to organize sequence

sets. Standard IUPAC nucleotide codes are supported. Sample

sequences are available to test the server. The user selects

one or more sequences and sets the parameters for analysis.

Recommended parameters for Window size (25) and score

Threshold (1.4) are set as default (window size 10-100 nucleotides

and threshold 0.8-4.0 are available, the latter will only retrieve

pure G-runs).

2.1.2 G4Hunter web application output

Results are displayed using AJAX technology. If more than one se-

quence is analyzed, results are shown as individual tabs. The user

interface is designed for intuitive visualization and browsing of

results. Below the sequence name is a heatmap that divides the se-

quence and displays the number of G4-forming sequences in each

segment. The number of results is marked by the intensity of red

color. The heatmap can be used to filter results in selected seg-

ments. Below this is basic information including settings, number

and frequency of results, export options and sequence informa-

tion, including length and GC content. The sequence browser

component displays the nucleotide sequences of the results and

shows a cut-out of bases which fits the screen/browser window.

The sequences corresponding to the analysis parameters are

marked by colors (G in red—the longer the G-track, the brighter

the intensity, C in blue). Position in the sequence, length, se-

quence, score chart and G4Hunter score are shown. The aggre-

gated results are shown primarily; separated results are displayed

using the magnifier icon. A typical analysis output is shown in

Supplementary Material S1.

2.2 Output formats
G4Hunter web application gives three result formats. First, the

graphical representation described above. Second, concatenated

sequences and third, unaggregated sequences in CSV files. The struc-

ture of CSV files is shown in Figure 1 and contains POSITION in se-

quence, LENGTH of the longest continuous sequence with

G4Hunter scores above threshold, its SCORE and the part of the se-

quence. The SUB_SCORE shows scores for each window position

inside the concatenated sequence. These CSV files can be down-

loaded from the main results window and/or from the stored results

tabs for follow-up analyses.

3 Validation

To compare the performance and accuracy of G4Hunter web

application, we analyzed several identical sequences in each version.

Both implementations return the same results. However, thanks to

the new architecture of our application and parallel processing,

the web version is more than 10-times faster and allows analyses of

multiple sequences with a system-independent modern graphical

environment.

4 Conclusions

We developed a web version of the G4Hunter application with a

user-friendly GUI and improved output options including graphic

representation. Our web-server allows detailed analyses of nucleic

acid sequences and adds basic information and broad visualization

options with sorting tools that allow quick and effective searching

for target information from G4Hunter analyses. This web version

of the G4 algorithm allows rapid and effective analyses of various

Fig. 1. CSV export
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nucleic acid sequences and will be useful for researchers in the

field.
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